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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This policy recognises that many groups of staff are increasingly working in nontraditional ways. Mobile and home workings are methods of flexible working with
benefits for both the Trust and its employees. The policy summarises the general
principles relating to posts which can be filled by employees who work partly or
wholly at home. The same principles also apply to mobile workers who work
occasionally at home. The policy includes a procedure to assist managers in
determining the suitability of a post for home working and a formal Home Working
Agreement for some types of home working. It also recognises that home working
may be requested by staff with a legal right to request flexible working.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1

Purpose of Policy

The Home Working Policy has been developed with the aim of achieving greater
efficiency and attracting and retaining employees. The policy fits with the Trust’s
vision and aims of providing a healthy environment and a commitment to provide a
well managed organisation by recognising that our employees are our most
important asset. Mobile working can result in more efficient use being made of
workplaces. In so doing, it ensures compliance with the Trust’s obligation to
seriously consider requests for flexible working involving working partly or wholly at
home. In these cases it should be read in conjunction with the Flexible Working
Policy.
The policy aims will be achieved by:






actively considering costs for home working;
having clear justification for home working, or for rejecting it;
monitoring the make up of home workers, i.e. gender, disability, etc;
managers monitoring productivity levels; and
providing support to managers and employees involved in home working.

Where a business case cannot be made for working from or at home (as defined in
1.1 above), it may still be appropriate to approve the post for mobile working,
including occasional home working.
1.2

Definitions

1.1.1 Mobile Working
Mobile working is a method of working under which an employee may have no fixed
office space. When not working with service users or attending meetings they will
normally work at hot desks at their contractual work base or the most appropriate
Trust location according to the work being carried out. A mobile worker may also be
an occasional home worker or work from home (see 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 below).

1.1.2 Home Working
Home working is a method of flexible working whereby an employee does work on
behalf of the Trust at their home. Home working means that employees can either
share their time between home and their contractual work base, to a greater or
lesser degree, or spend all their working time based at their home. A home worker
may be an occasional home worker or work from or at home (see definitions
below).
1.1.3 Occasional Home Working
Occasional home workers are employees who work at home on an ad-hoc basis to
complete specific reports or projects, or because of unusual circumstances such as
adverse weather conditions.
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1.1.4 Working from Home
The employee uses their home as a base, if a mobile worker, or works at home on
average at least 60% of their working time (three days per week for full-time staff).
These employees will also have a contractual work base which they are likely to
attend for meetings, supervision etc.
1.1.5 Working at Home
The employee is based at their home and spends all their working time, other than
time spent with service users or at meetings, at home. However, as such
employees will not satisfy HM Revenue and Custom’s objective requirements for an
employee to be treated as home based, they will also have a nominated contractual
work base which they are likely to attend for meetings, supervision etc.
1.1.6 Display Screen Equipment (DSE) User
A DSE User is an employee who habitually uses DSE as a significant part of their
working day. For the purposes of this policy, DSE will normally be a personal or
laptop computer. Where a home worker is designated as a DSE User, the Display
Screen Equipment Policy and Procedure should be applied to their home
workstation.
The DSE Policy and Procedure requires that risk assessments are completed for all
users of DSE, including at home, and that practicable measures should be
considered to ensure that any risk arising from the use of DSE is minimised. The
policy provides advice on the correct positioning and use of DSE equipment to
ensure that users are not unduly stressed or fatigued.
1.1.7 Right to Request Flexible Working
Certain employees have a legal right to make a request for flexible working, of
which home working is a possible type. The employee must:



have worked for the Trust for 26 weeks continuously at the date that the
application is made;
have not made another application to work flexibly under the right during
the past 12 months.

However, it should be noted that a request to work at home specifically so that
caring responsibilities could be discharged at the same time as working for the
Trust would not be granted. A statutory procedure applies to formal requests to
work flexibly so managers should seek advice from the HR team if any such
requests are received.
All flexible working requests including home working should be reviewed on a
regular basis to ensure needs of the service are reflected. It is recommended that
this takes place every twelve months.
The agreement would need to be re-assessed should the employee move home.
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1.3
Scope of Policy
This policy applies to all employees of the Trust, not just those with a legal right to
request flexible working. The appropriate Director will determine which posts are
suitable for home working and, apart from rights granted by legislation or as the
result of a formal grievance raised about a refusal, there will be no right of appeal
against a decision not to allocate a post as suitable for home working.

1.4

Principles








For many posts within the Trust mobile working, incorporating occasional
home working (see 4.2 below) will be considered the norm. In addition, posts
may be determined to be suitable for working from or at home (see 4.2
below) by the appropriate Director.
Where current posts are designated for home working, those employees
occupying the posts will be given the opportunity to apply in the first instance.
However, an employee whose accommodation is deemed not suitable for
home working by virtue of lack of suitable space, or for technical, financial or
confidentiality reasons, would not be required to work at or from home.
Normal recruitment procedures apply to new or vacant posts allocated for
home working.
Employees working at or from home will be required to sign a Home Working
Agreement (see Appendix 1).
All other policies and procedures of the Trust that apply to employees based
in Trust workplaces will apply equally to home workers as far as is
reasonably practicable, including staff appraisal and supervision. In addition,
employees’ attention should specifically be drawn to the Use of Portable
Electronic Storage Devices Policy and other policies covering the security
and confidentiality of Trust data (see Section 10 below).

2.0 Duties
2.1 Director of HR and Organisational Development
The Director of HR and OD is the sponsor of this policy and is responsible for its
implementation.
2.2 Executive and Strategic Directors
Executive and strategic directors are responsible for determining, in consultation
with the Director of Human Resources & OD, whether a post within their directorate
is suitable for home working.
2.3 Head of ER & HR Business Partnering
The Head of ER & HR Business Partnering should be consulted by the appropriate
executive or strategic director over an application to designate a post for home
working, and is also responsible for regularly reviewing the effectiveness of the
policy and for drafting any amendments that may be required.
2.4 Other Directors, Senior Managers and Heads of Department
Other directors, deputy and assistant directors, senior managers and heads of
department are responsible for:
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the effective implementation of this policy within their services ;
providing resources for putting this policy into practice within their services;
and
ensuring that this policy is followed within their services .



2.5 All Managers and Supervisors
All managers and supervisors have the following responsibilities:






to be fully conversant with this policy and linked policies and to ensure this
policy is followed;
to participate in any relevant training;
to ensure that all appropriate Trust policies and procedures are applied
equally to employees working at or from home as for staff based in Trust
workplaces;
to ensure the appendices to this policy are completed where appropriate,
and;
to monitor home workers in line with this policy.

2.6 Human Resources Business Partners and Advisers
Human Resources Business Partners and advisers will provide advice and
guidance on the content of this policy and will suggest updates and amendments as
required.
2.7 All Staff
All employees and prospective employees of the Trust to whom this policy applies
should be made aware of their responsibilities for compliance with this policy, in
particular the need to cooperate with management in the application of the Home
Working Agreement.

3.0 Mobile Working including Occasional Home Working
The decision on whether to allow occasional home working as part of mobile
working rests with the appropriate service manager or head of department, in
consultation with the employee’s line manager and supervisor. The needs of the
Trust and the services it provides will be determining factors. Whilst a formal
approval process is not required for occasional home working, many of the same
arrangements will apply as for working from or at home, as set out in the procedure
below.

4.0 Procedure
4.1 Introduction
This procedure has been developed to assist managers in determining whether
tasks within their service can be performed by employees in their own home and, if
so, outlines the issues for consideration. Prior to agreement for working from or at
home (option 2 or 3 below), proposals for home working that require IT equipment
or services are subject to a costed business case by the line manager, with advice
from the Information Technology (IT) team, and an inspection of the proposed
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working environment by the employee’s line manager. It should be noted that all
costs to be incurred, including any related to IT and other equipment, will have to be
met from the home worker’s department’s budget. Where posts are only suitable for
occasional home working (option 1), the appropriate provisions of this policy will
apply to employees whilst they are working at home, as far as is reasonably
practicable.

4.2 Categories of Home Workers
Home working can be placed into three categories as defined in 1.1 above:
1)

occasional home working;

2)

working from home; and

3)

working at home.

4.3 Criteria to Assess Suitability of Posts for Home Working
4.3.1 In considering which posts or aspects of a post are appropriate for home
working, managers must take into account the following general points:

4.3.2



There must be no adverse effects on costs or the level and quality of
service;



there is a safe and reasonable space, security and privacy in which to
work;



There must be clear objectives and measurable outputs;



There must be no overall increase in the workload of colleagues as a
result of an employee working at home;



Arrangements must be in place for effective communication between the
home worker and the workplace; and



There must be a costed business case, including advice from the IT
team, to establish that effective communication links are possible within
reasonable costs.

Additionally, managers must consider the following for the different
categories of home workers.
1)

‘Occasional’ category



Appropriate arrangements must be made for the employee to supervise
any other staff for whom he or she is responsible.



Working at home will only be carried out at times when the employee
does not need to be accessible in person.
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2)

‘From home’ category



Can work be delivered and retrieved electronically where appropriate?



Does the employee need to come to the office to collect work or deliver
output more than twice a week?



Can output be delivered electronically to the team’s base where
appropriate?



Is output measurable?



Is physical access to shared resources and capabilities required on a
daily basis to perform duties?



Are the required telecoms links and IT systems available?



Does the employee have a suitable workstation and a safe working
environment at home?

3)

‘At home’ category



Can work be delivered and retrieved electronically?



Can output be delivered electronically to the team base?



Is output measurable?



Is direct face-to-face or telephone contact with the patient/service user a
requirement of the post?



Is physical access to shared resources and capabilities necessary to
perform duties?



Are the required telecoms links and IT systems available?



Does the employee have a suitable workstation and a safe working
environment at home ?

4.3.3

The ‘from home’ and ‘at home’ categories will not usually be available to
managers who have site-based staff to supervise.

4.3.4

For working ‘from home’ or ‘at home’ a Home Working Approval form (see
Appendix 2) must be completed and signed by the appropriate Director in
consultation with the Director of Human Resources & OD .

4.3.5

Home workers should normally live within the county in which their service
is based or within 20 miles of the county boundary.

4.3.6

Home working will only be approved where essential IT links are possible
within reasonable costs.
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4.4 Equipment
4.4.1

The Trust will supply equipment needed to enable an employee to work
effectively from or at home (i.e. categories 2 and 3 per section 4.2 above).
This will include:


relevant IT equipment;



furniture including desk, chair and lockable drawers; and



in exceptional circumstances, where an individual can demonstrate that
they do not already have a land line and/or suitable internet connection,
the Trust will reimburse the cost of the necessary telecommunications
service to allow for connection to relevant networks including email and
intranet.

4.4.2

Occasional home workers and employees who work from home will not be
supplied with a computer with a permanent data link but may be given
access to a ‘dial in’ or internet service using a Trust laptop if appropriate.

4.4.3

Whilst equipment supplied by the Trust is not for personal use, the
employee may use a Trust computer to access the internet in accordance
with the Internet Use Policy. A Trust computer must not be used by anyone
other than the home worker (e.g. members of the family, friends etc). All
relevant policies of the Trust apply to home workers. Particular emphasis
should be given to the email, internet, data protection, information
governance and use of portable electronic storage devices policies.

4.5 Health and Safety
4.5.1

Most of the regulations made under the Health and Safety at Work etc Act
1974 apply equally to employees working at home as to employees
working at Trust sites. For home workers in categories 2 and 3 (‘from
home’ and ‘at home’) it is the manager’s responsibility to ensure that the
appropriate risk assessments and health and safety inspections of the work
area in the home are carried out to ensure that the work can be undertaken
safely without endangering the health of the home worker or their family.
Additionally, to ensure that electrical equipment supplied by the Trust is
regularly tested, the home worker should comply with reasonable requests
for access or make equipment available on request. See sections 10 and
11 for documents to refer to. 4.5.2
For occasional home workers, the
employee must submit a DSE Assessment form relating to the home
working environment to their manager who should review it. Occasional
home working will only be approved if no significant risks are identified in
the assessment.

4.5.3

In the case of a home worker who will rarely visit Trust premises, they
should complete Appendix 3 jointly with their line managers. Further advice
can be obtained from the Health and Safety department.

4.5.4

The home worker is responsible for day-to-day health and safety issues
and for reporting any concerns to the manager.
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4.5.5.

The Lone Working policy should be observed.

4.6 Hours of Work
4.6.1

Employees and managers must agree an appropriate working pattern.
Variation of the agreed working pattern must be agreed with the manager
in advance.

4.6.2

Employees and managers should ensure that colleagues are made aware
of the best times and methods for communicating with mobile workers. Use
should be made of the Staff Directory (on the intranet) and Outlook’s Outof-Office tool to facilitate this.

4.6.3

Requests from home workers to change their hours of work (i.e. to part
time, job share, full time) will be treated in the same way as employees
based at Trust workplaces.

4.7 Caring Responsibilities
Employees working at home must not attempt to discharge caring responsibilities at
the same time as they are working at home for the Trust.
4.8 Equality Act 2010
Employees with disabilities may require ‘reasonable adjustments’ to methods of
working or their working environment under the provisions of the Equality Act. Such
reasonable adjustments apply equally to a home worker’s working environment as
for office-based staff.
4.9 Contracts of Employment
Terms and conditions of employment for home workers are the same as for
employees based at Trust workplaces. However, for ‘from home’ and ‘at home’
workers a Home Working Agreement (see Appendix 1) must be signed by the
employee and the manager to ensure the employee is aware of and agrees to the
special conditions that apply to home working. Copies of a Home Working
Agreement will be sent to new employees with their contract of employment.
4.10 Induction
It is essential that home workers have a structured and full induction programme in
the same way as other substantive staff.
4.11 Insurance
4.11.1 Employees working at home with the agreement of their manager are
covered by the Trust’s insurance policy for employer’s liability and personal
accident in the same way as other substantive employees.
4.11.2 Equipment supplied to the home worker is also covered by the Trust’s
insurance arrangements providing it is used for work purposes only.
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4.11.3 Home workers are required to contact their own insurance company to
advise that they will be working from home. This does not usually result in
an increase in premium. The Trust will not be responsible for any additional
cost that may result.
4.12 Mortgagee/Landlord
Before commencing home working employees should advise mortgagees, or
landlords if their property is rented, that they intend to work at home. The employee
is responsible for obtaining authorisation from the mortgagee or landlord, if
required. The Trust will not be responsible for any additional costs that may result.
4.13 Planning Regulations/Council Tax
4.13.1 Using a room or part of a room to work in would not normally require
planning permission.
4.13.2 Working from home should not affect the amount of Council Tax payable. It
will be the responsibility of the staff member to meet any such cost if
applicable.
4.14 Travelling Arrangements
4.14.1 Business travel will be paid in accordance with Trust policy; therefore
mileage is not payable when the home worker attends the designated
office base. Any other mileage incurred will have home to office base
deducted in the normal way.
4.14.2 Under Inland Revenue guidelines, the home will not be designated the
employee’s base as it is not an objective requirement that the duties be
performed at home. Any mileage undertaken to the nominated contractual
base will therefore not be eligible to tax relief. Managers are responsible for
informing the Finance Team if employees are home working.
4.15 Security of Data
All data must be processed, managed and stored in line with the General Data
Protection Regulations (GDPR).
Employees must ensure that all information stored and accessed (including written
information and that held on computer) is secure and cannot be accessed by other
parties. Please see Data Protection and Security Policy. Failure to keep information
secure will be considered a serious matter and dealt with under the Trust’s
Disciplinary Policy and Procedure.
4.16 Withdrawal of Home Working
4.16.1 Withdrawal of home working will be at the Trust’s discretion. The home
worker will be given one month’s written notice of the withdrawal unless it is
withdrawn as a result of a breach of trust, in which case no notice will be
given. If no suitable post is available at the administrative base, the Trust’s
Management of Organisational Change Policy will be used to determine a
suitable alternative post.
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4.16.2 Where capability issues arise (i.e. the performance of the employee is in
question) the Trust reserves the right to immediately withdraw home
working without notice to enable the employee to be more closely
monitored at a Trust workplace.
4.16.3 Where the employee wishes to cease home working they must make a
written request to this effect, giving their reasons, to their manager. There
is no automatic right of return to the nominated contractual base but in
most cases a ‘hot desking’ solution may be available. Alternatively, where a
similar office based post is available the home worker will be transferred
into it. Once the home worker has had a request to transfer to the
administrative base agreed, they would be prohibited from applying for
home working in the future, unless they are exercising their statutory right
to request flexible working or there are exceptional circumstances, such as
the ill health of the employee.
4.16.4 Where neither hot desking nor a site-based post is available a voluntary
transfer to the office base will not be possible unless the employee applies
for a different advertised post and is appointed using the Trust’s normal
recruitment and selection procedures.
4.16.5 Where an existing employee has transferred from site-based to home
working and, through no fault of their own, their circumstances change
such that home working is no longer possible, the Trust will make every
effort to ensure that they are redeployed to a Trust site, either to continue
with their current role or to undertake suitable alternative duties.
4.17 Recovery of Trust Property
On the cessation of home working, for whatever reason, all Trust property and data
must be returned to the appropriate office and all rented services, such as telecoms
links, must be cancelled.
4.18 Training
4.18.1 Managers will ensure that employees who work at, or from, home will
receive appropriate and relevant training in areas such as:


Time management



Communication



IT skills



Health and Safety including Lone Working



First Aid.



Mandatory Training

4.18.2 Managers and home workers may also require specialist coaching/ training
in:


Communication



Managing staff remotely.
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5.0

Development and Consultation

Existing policies used by partner organisations have been used in the
development of this policy, t aking account also of advice published by Acas,
the Chartered Institut e of Personnel and Development, the Healt h and Safety
Executive, the Information Commissioner’ s Office and the Institution of
Occupational Safety and Health. This policy has been w idely consulted upon
w ith staff side and management groups prior to ratification at the Trust
Partnership Forum.

6.0

Equality and Human Rights Impact Analysis

The policy has undergone an equality and human rights impact analysis.

7.0

Monitoring Compliance

This policy is intended to be non-discriminatory and promote fairness and equity in
the treatment of individuals and good employee relations. Use of, and compliance
with the policy will be monitored by the HR Department. Policy breaches will be
reported back to the relevant Service Director and data on grievances arising out of
the application of the policy will be included in existing reports to the Board.
Risk assessments and details of any special arrangements made to facilitate home
working should be retained within the service to evidence compliance with NHS
Litigation Authority standards.

8.0

Dissemination and Implementation of Policy

This policy will be circulated to all staff by means of communication tools available
to the Trust. . It will be placed on the intranet Partnership Online and the Trust’s
website. New staff will be made aware of the policy at the Trust induction. Paper
copies will be made available to managers without access to computers. Staff
networks will be asked to discuss and publicise the policy at their meetings.
Training for all staff will be provided to ensure that messages are reinforced.

9.0

Document Control including Archive Arrangements

It will be the responsibility of the sponsor and author of this policy document to
ensure that it is kept up to date with any local, national policy or legislation. The
policy will be managed in accordance with the Policy for Procedural Documents.

10.0 Reference Documents
For further information and cross reference to other related policies, please
refer to:

Capability Policy
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Data Protection, Security & Confidentiality Policy
Display Screen Equipment Policy & Procedure
Email Policy
Equality and Diversity Policy
Flexible Working Policy
Guide to Completing the Risk Assessment Form
Information Governance Policy
Management of Organisational Change Policy and Procedure
Mobile Phone Use on Trust Business Policy
Risk Assessment Form
Sickness Absence Management Policy
Use of Internet Policy
Use of Portable Electronic Storage Devices Policy
Working Alone (Personal Safety) Policy and Procedure

11.0 Bibliography









Flexible Working and Work-life Balance Booklet – Acas
Flexible Working Factsheet – CIPD
Guide to Data Protection – Information Commissioner’s Office
Homeworking Guidance – Health and Safety Executive
Mobile Working Discussion Document – Channel 3 Consulting Ltd
Right to Apply for Flexible Working: A short guide for employers,
working parents and carers – Acas
Teleworking Technical Infosheet – Institution of Occupational Safety
and Health
Working from Home Local Policy – Health in Mind

12.0 Appendices
Appendix 1 - Home Working Agreement
Appendix 2 - Home Working Approval Form
Appendix 3 - Home Worker Health and Safety Assessment Form
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Appendix 1

Home Working Agreement
This document records the agreement between the Sussex Partnership NHS
Foundation Trust (the Trust) and [name of employee] (the employee) on the special
terms and conditions that will apply to the employee as a home worker. Except as
specified below, all other terms and conditions remain unchanged.
A home worker can be in one of three categories:
1)

Occasional: employees who work at home on an ad-hoc basis to
complete specific reports or projects
From home: using home as base (for mobile staff) or working at home
on average at least 60% of the time (3 days per week for full-time
staff)
At home: full-time working at home.

2)

3)

In all cases, the employee should also have a Trust site nominated as their
base.
Other than home workers in category 3 (at home), not all the paragraphs below will
be applicable. Those that are not applicable should be deleted before the
agreement is signed.
Reporting relationship and work base
While working at home, the employee will report to [name of line manager] and their
nominal base will be [name of nominated workplace].
Job duties
The job duties that the employee is required to carry out at home are:
[list job duties]. Use job description.
Hours of work
The employee is subject to their normal hours of work and must be available within
these hours either to respond to telephone calls or to meet with management.
[The Trust will normally expect the employee to telephone/ skype their line
manager [once a day/twice a week/other frequency].
Rest breaks
The employee must ensure that he/she takes adequate rest breaks as required by
the Working Time Regulations 1998. They must:


where work continues for a period of more than six hours, take a
break during the working day of at least 20 minutes and stop work
during that break;
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ensure that they have a daily rest break of at least 11 continuous
hours, i.e. the time period between stopping work one day and
beginning work the next day must not be less than 11 hours; and
have at least one complete day each week when no work is done.

Sickness
If the employee is sick and unable to work, they must telephone their line manager
as soon as possible, indicating the nature of the illness and how long the employee
expects to be unable to work. The Trust's normal sick pay policy and procedure,
and the Sickness Absence Management Policy, will apply in these circumstances.
Visits to the Trust's premises
The employee is required, on request, to attend the Trust's premises for purposes
such as training, supervision / appraisal and team briefings. This will normally not
be more frequent than [half a day per month/one day per month/two days per
month/one day per week] and the dates and times of such visits will be agreed in
advance.
Supervision
The employee's line manager will conduct an appraisalwith the employee once a
year, in accordance with the Trust's Supervision Policy.
Supervision frequency will be agreed. This will include discussions of specific
issues associated with home working and any performance issues. See Capability
Policy.
Visits to the employee's home
Management reserves the right to visit the employee at home at agreed times for
work-related purposes, including health and safety matters. It is a condition of this
home working agreement that the employee agrees to accept visits from
management in their home. Such visits will be for the purposes of:







delivering and collecting work;
providing a channel for reporting;
performance monitoring and feedback;
general discussions about work-related matters;
ensuring health, safety and security; and
any other work-related purposes that the Trust considers appropriate.

Equipment and materials
It is the Trust's policy that all equipment, including computer equipment, and
materials necessary for the employee to work at home will be provided to the
employee by the Trust and maintained (and replaced when necessary) by the Trust.
It is the employee's duty to ensure that proper care is taken of equipment and
materials provided by the Trust.
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Specifically, (Category 3) the Trust will provide:


[a desk and chair];



a [laptop] computer;



[a printer];



[a photocopier];



[a scanner];



a mobile telephone/smartphone;



[a filing cabinet];



[other items as appropriate].

On termination of the employee's employment for any reason, the Trust will have
the right to visit the employee's home at an agreed time and retrieve all equipment,
furniture and documents belonging to the Trust.
Telephone and internet accounts
[The [Trust/employee] will reimburse the costs of connection fees for all telephone
and internet connections in the employee's home.]
The Trust will reimburse the employee for all telephone and internet accounts
associated with the use of the employee's telephone and [laptop] computer used in
connection with the Trust's business. Claims should be made monthly on the Trust's
Mileage and Expenses claim form.
[The Trust will pay all the bills for calls made by the employee on the mobile phone
provided by the Trust to him/her, which must be used primarily for work-related
purposes. If private outgoing calls are made then the user is required to request an
itemised bill, identify and pay for these in accordance with the Mobile Phone Use on
Trust Business Policy.]
Stationery and postage
Stationery should be obtained from the employee’s nominated work base. The
employee should obtain receipts for any necessary expenditure, including any items
posted in the course of their work, and reclaim the costs from the Trust once a
month, using the Trust's Mileage and Expenses claim form.
Security
The employee must carry out their work for the Trust in a room suitable for the
purpose and must not allow members of his/her family or third parties who are not
employed by the Trust to access or use the Trust equipment. The equipment should
also be protected from damage by members of the household, visitors and pets.
Employees who work at home are responsible for keeping all documents and
information associated with the Trust's business secure at all times. Specifically, the
employee is under a duty to:
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keep filing cabinets and drawers locked when they are not being used;
keep all documentation belonging to the Trust under lock and key at all
times except when in use; and
ensure that no third party can view Trust documents or data displayed on
computer screens.

Health and safety issues
The Trust is obliged under health and safety legislation to ensure the health and
safety of home workers in the same way as for office based staff. The Trust will
therefore take appropriate steps to ensure that:






all equipment and systems of work in the employee's home are safe;
all articles and substances are safely handled and stored;
an assessment of the employee's workstation is conducted;
information and training on the safe use of equipment, including display
screen equipment, is provided to the employee; and
risk assessments are carried out in respect of the work that the employee
is carrying out.

The employee has a duty to ensure, insofar as is reasonably practicable, that
he/she works in a safe manner and follows all health and safety instructions issued
by the Trust from time to time.
Insurance
The employee is responsible for checking that their home and contents insurance
policies provide adequate cover for the fact that he or she works at home.
The Trust will not meet the cost of any additional premium required by the
employee’s insurance company.
Mortgagee/Landlord
Before commencing home working employees should advise mortgagees, or
landlords if their property is rented, that they intend to work at home. The employee
is responsible for obtaining authorisation from the mortgagee or landlord, if
required. The Trust will not be responsible for any additional costs that result.
The employee needs to inform the Trust should they move house and a new
application and assessment will need to be made based on the new premises.
I accept the terms and conditions for home working as outlined above and have
retained a copy of this agreement.
Signed by the employee:

……………………………………

Date: ……………………………………
Signed on behalf of the Trust:

……………………………………
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Name:

……………………………………

Job title:

……………………………………

Date:

……………………………………

A signed copy of this agreement should be kept in the employee’s management file and a
further copy sent to the HR representative for your service.
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Appendix 2

Home Working Approval
Post title (please attach a Job
Description)

Directorate
Names of any current post holders
(Attach copy of request if a post holder has
made a formal request for flexible working.)

Description of duties to be carried out
at home
Category of home worker*

1- Occasional / 2-From home / 3- At home

Assessment Criteria:
Adverse effects on costs or the level and
quality of service

Clear objectives and measurable
outputs

Effect on workload of colleagues

Arrangements for effective
communication
Advice from the Information
Management and Technology team on
costs of effective communication links
(A costed business case should be attached
where applicable)

Can work be delivered and retrieved
electronically?
Can output be delivered electronically to
the team base?
Is output measurable?
Is direct face-to-face or telephone
contact with service users a requirement
of the post?
Is physical access to shared resources
and capabilities necessary to perform
duties?
Are the required telecoms links and IT
systems available?
Does the home accommodation
comply w ith health and safety
regulations?
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Does the employee need to come to the
office to collect work or deliver output
more than twice a week?
Is the post holder a manager who has
staff to supervise?
Has the relevant policy been assessed
and agreed. E.g. Lone working policy

What equipment will need to be
supplied?

What work pattern and working hours
are envisaged?
Date of Flexible Working Agreement:
Date of Review

Any other relevant details

HR Director’s comments

Proposal by manager:
I propose a home working arrangement for a Category 1/2/3* employee for this
post.
Signed:

……………………………

Date:

…………………………..

Job Title:

……..…………………………..

Approval by Director:
I approve this post for home working for a Category 1/2/3* employee.
Signed:

…………………………..

Date:

…………………………..

Job Title:

……..…………………………..

*Delete as appropriate
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Appendix 3
Home Worker Health and Safety Assessment Form
The following form is for staff who are based permanently from home only. The form
should be completed by the line manager and member of staff jointly. Where
deficiencies are identified then an action plan must be developed to resolve these.
For further advice on the completion of this form and its contents please contact the
Health and Safety department.
Significant hazards and relevant regulations
The following provides a brief guide to some of the significant hazards you could
reasonably expect to cause harm. Some possible health and safety consequences
of these hazards are identified, as well as persons who may be at risk. A number of
potential control measures to reduce the risk of somebody being harmed are also
identified. This information is intended as a guide and there may be additional
hazards and control measures that need to be considered.
Hazard means something that can cause harm.
Risk is the chance, high or low, that somebody will be harmed by the hazard.
Hazard: Display Screen Equipment
Who may be
affected

- Home worker; family members; visitors;
consider vulnerable persons (e.g. young
children)

Consequences /
How affected

- Upper limb strain from seating position or
repetitive movement

Control measures

- Machines (PC, Lap Top, Printer, etc.)
provided are suitable for their intended
purpose

Yes / No

- Use and maintenance of machines is
restricted to designated persons who have
received adequate training
- Machines are checked regularly and kept in
a condition that does not cause harm (i.e.
electrical testing)
- Provision of suitable seating
- Home workers should take regular breaks
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- has the standard Trust DSE Assessment
Form been completed
Relevant Regulations: The Health and Safety (DSE) Regulations 1992 (HSE,
2003 c)
Hazard: Work Equipment

Yes / No

Who may be
affected

- Home worker; family members; visitors;
consider vulnerable persons (e.g. young
children)

Consequences /
How affected

- electrical risks and musculoskeletal strain or
injury

Control measures

Ensure work equipment is suitable for
intended use
Ensure work equipment is safe for use,
maintained in a safe condition and, in certain
circumstances, inspected to ensure that this
remains the case
Ensure a suitable standard of lighting is
provided
- Ensure that work equipment is used only by
people who have received adequate
information, instruction and training
- Work equipment is accompanied by suitable
safety measures, e.g. protective devices,
markings and warnings

Relevant Regulations: The Provision and Use of Work Equipment (PUWER)
Regulations 1998 (HSE, 1999 b). The Personal Protective Equipment Regulations
1992 (HSE, 1992 a)
Hazard: Electricity

Yes / No

Who may be
affected

- Home worker; family members; visitors;
consider vulnerable persons (e.g. young
children)

Consequences /
How affected

- Electric shock or fire

Control measures

- Domestic electrical system is adequate for
the electrical equipment provided
- Plugs are correctly wired and maintained
- Electrical leads, wires and cables are
appropriately covered and not damaged
- Plugs, leads, wires and cables are checked
regularly and kept in a condition that does
not cause harm
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- Circuit breakers are installed
- Smoke detectors are provided
Relevant Regulations: The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 (HSE, 1989)
Hazard: Manual handling of office equipment

Yes / No

Who may be
affected

- Home worker; family members; consider
vulnerable persons (e.g. expectant mothers)

Consequences /
How affected

- Musculoskeletal strain or injury, particularly
to the back

Control measures:

- Avoid heavy, bulky loads or materials
- Improve workplace layout to increase
efficiency and reduce carrying distances
- Avoid repetitive handling. Vary the work to
allow one set of muscles to rest while another
is used
- Provision of suitable flooring. Avoid steps
and steep ramps
- When lifting is necessary, home workers
must be informed, instructed and trained in
good techniques to help reduce the risks
- Provide lifting aids (e.g. trolleys, trolley
bags, etc.)

Relevant Regulations: The Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992 (HSE,
1998 b)
Hazard: Slips, Trips and Falls
Who may be
affected

- Home worker; family members; visitors;
consider vulnerable persons (e.g. young
children)

Consequences /
How affected

- Physical injury

Control measures

- Keep work areas tidy and clear of
obstructions or objects lying around that may
cause person to trip. Clean spills up
immediately

Yes / No

- Provision of appropriate storage
cupboards/containers (also for confidentiality
of records)
- Arrange furniture in order to avoid trailing
wires
- Ensure mats are securely fixed and do not
have curling edges
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-Try to avoid changes of level
- Ensure suitable footwear
- Ensure adequate lighting
Relevant Regulations: The Management of Health and Safety at Work
Regulations 1999 (HSE, 2000 a)
Hazard: Isolation

Yes / No

Who may be
affected

- Home worker

Consequences /
How affected

- Stress and depression

Control measures

- Regular face to face contact between line
manager and home worker
- Same information and support for home
workers as on-site workers, including
information on social events
- Facilitate communication with other home
workers and on-site workers
- Home workers should take regular breaks

Relevant Regulations: The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations
1999 (HSE, 2000 a)
Action plan
Record all actions to be taken to rectify hazards identified with Home Workers
equipment or environment

As well as above assessment line managers need to contact relevant trust
departments to ensure factors such as insurance, provision of equipment (supply
and retrieval for the home) and information governance.
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